
 

ArchiTerra 3.28

whether youre looking for spring clean-up and mulch installation, summer construction and lawn
maintenance, fall clean-up, plant feeding and protection, or winter snow removal, architerra

makes it personal and keeps it professional. as well as the usual functions to automatically create
basins of water on the mesh reaching up to the altitude indicated, personalise the colours of a

number of areas (even if superimposed) of terrain and rapidly construct buildings(with hip roof)
for an urban fabric, architerra 3 also offers a new tool to randomly generate trees, rocks and

terrains to enhance the project with diversified natural elements. we will not linger on the wall
and retainer wall tools, but these too are completely editable, including in 3d view, and the

retainer wall, as well as having a configurable cross-section, enables excavations to be limited in
space as happens in real life. the tools depicted here are used to calculate the volume of terrain
moved on the original mesh, to unlink from the mesh the elements involved in its modification in

order to restore the conditions prior to the modification, to modify the display of the layers
architerra 3 creates to manage the dynamic boolean operations and to modify the axes involved

in shifting the nodes of an element (useful in the 3d view). these tools are extremely useful in
managing the model and are described in detail in the manual.
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ArchiTerra 3.28

architerra is the go-to realtor of
choice in coeur d’alene and when it
comes to buying or selling a home,
we make it easy for you. there are

three active communities to choose
from: the enclave at the trails, the
preserve at the preserve and the

rose garden at the rose garden. we
believe in delivering a superior sales
experience - our home communities

all offer the following features:
architerra a lakeside company has

announced a partnership with selkirk
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construction to build a limited
number of homes in the parkllyn

estates. this partnership will allow a
select number of architerra

customers to build unique homes
through selkirks custom experience
with details and styling that match
the aesthetics of the community.
architerra 3.28 is the future-proof

version of architerra 3, a new
generation of the architerra 3

program. it comes with a powerful
database and a large library of over

1500 objects, all ready for you to
download and instantly manage your
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new architerra 3 project. architerra
3.28 is an innovative new way to

manage your architerra 3 or
architerra 3 for landscape designs

projects. unraveled from the central
database, landscape objects from

each of the vertical layers, including
terrains, asphalt, retaining walls,

vegetation and plants can be
individually managed. also includes

tool presets to help you
automatically prepare your project,
from building and editing terrains to
screening plant objects in the terrain

and retaining walls for 3d
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visualization. architerra 3.28
program is a new generation of the
architerra 3 program. it comes with

a powerful database and a large
library of over 1500 objects, all
ready for you to download and

instantly manage your new
architerra 3 project. you'll also find a
suite of powerful tools for modifying

and creating landscapes.
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